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Why Read This Brief

key Takeaways

FireEye’s acquisition of automation specialist
Invotas International comes just 10 days after its
acquisition of threat intelligence specialist iSight
Partners. With these and prior acquisitions,
FireEye continues its evolution from a malware
analysis specialist to an enterprise security vendor
with solutions for prevention, detection, and
remediation. The Invotas acquisition also shines a
spotlight on the emerging market for security
automation solutions. For security and risk (S&R)
pros considering FireEye, this report examines the
strengths and weaknesses of its strategy.

Invotas Acquisition Demonstrates The
Growing Need For Automation
This acquisition highlights the extent to which
integration complexity and workflow enablement
has become a key concern for CISOs. It also
indicates that CISOs may be ready to move from
interest to adoption of automation solutions that
address this concern.

FORRESTER.COM

FireEye Matures By Combining Intelligence,
Analytics, And Workﬂows
FireEye’s strategy extends far beyond malware
analysis. It’s now focused on building an
integrated platform of technology offerings. With
presence in multiple areas of the modern security
stack, S&R pros have many options to engage
with and deploy FireEye’s suite of solutions.
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FireEye Now Has A Portfolio For Detection And Remediation
On February 1, FireEye announced its acquisition of security automation vendor Invotas for an
undisclosed sum.1 The purchase of Invotas comes hot on the heels of FireEye’s acquisition of iSight
Partners on January 20 for $200 million.2 It is one of four acquisitions demonstrating the vendor’s
desire to expand its security footprint while also innovating the way security teams deal with targeted
attacks (see Figure 1).3 These acquisitions have also helped FireEye develop a comprehensive and
diverse portfolio that combines threat intelligence, security analytics, and orchestration to deliver a
complete approach for detection and containment or remediation. Today, FireEye is:
›› Demonstrating a willingness to act quickly on acquisitions. The ability to identify specific
gaps in its product and service portfolio and a willingness to plug them is becoming a hallmark of
FireEye. This ability is one element, but the boldness to act quickly grants FireEye two advantages:
1) the opportunity to set the tone for potential valuations and 2) first choice of potential acquisition
targets. The Mandiant acquisition signaled the coming age of high-profile breaches.4 nPulse
brought network visibility and packet capture.5 iSight Partners augments the existing collection with
additional sources beyond incident response engagements.6
›› Poised to act on security analytics. FireEye has a breadth of technology that covers the network
and endpoint. The data exhaust from these technologies and the Invotas acquisition will enable
FireEye to both develop insight and act on it automatically across the environment.7 Historically,
SOC analysts pivoted between three to four technologies and interfaces to respond to a breach.
Now, imagine that when there is an anomaly on an endpoint, it triggers an alert; an agent on the
endpoint captures memory; a packet capture is initiated on all network traffic; the endpoint is
shifted to a new VLAN for containment; and the user ID and password are reset — all automated,
with limited or no resource involvement and no tool switching required.
›› Ready to help S&R pros enact Forrester’s rules of engagement. The only way to prevent the
exfiltration of toxic data according to predetermined risk tolerance levels set by the business is to
automate the response.8 When S&R pros define security policy according to declared business
needs, automation tools like Invotas help coordinate a swift response. They do this by leveraging
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a security analytics engine that generates a response index based on factors such as importance
and likelihood of a breach, thus allowing security teams to automate the right type of response
based on the event.
›› Providing a clean interface for security automation. There has always been a need for security
orchestration and automation, but it hasn’t been possible due to disparate systems that don’t
have efficient intelligence exchange. Invotas provides a programmable interface that can allow for
this information export and ingestion. By bringing an interface to market that ties technology to
processes — the true value gained by automation — FireEye can increase customer reliance on its
technologies by owning the integration centerpiece.

FIGURE 1 Timeline Of FireEye’s Acquisitions
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FireEye’s Invotas Acquisition Fills A Critical Need For Automation
Spun out by CSG International in November 2015 after its debut in 2014, Invotas’ product, Invotas
Security Orchestrator, helps large enterprises automate many tasks that security operations teams
perform manually, allowing these teams to work at scale with great speed. This is an important
acquisition for FireEye because Invotas will help S&R pros:
›› Address the deluge of security alerts and the skills shortages on their teams. The 2015
M-Trends report from Mandiant showed that in 2014, the average time-to-detection was 205 days.9
Automation solutions can solve the scale problem that exists between the volume of alerts, the
talent and skill shortage, and adversary evolution. Making the repeatable automatic and minimizing
human involvement lets security practitioners focus on tasks and responsibilities that truly require
situational awareness and contextual decision-making. The workflow functionality brought by
automation allows staff to shift the cognitive loop from “What happened?” and “What do we do
next?” to “What does it mean to the business?”
›› Integrate and orchestrate point solutions in their security ecosystem. Expense in depth is the
precursor to a Frankenstein monster’s security stack that is both daunting and horrible to manage.
Invotas can break the barrier between silos and create workflows between endpoint, network, and
identity technologies without making S&R pros rely on vendor alliances and partnerships for API
development efforts.10
Long-Term Success Will Depend On FireEye’s Ability To Integrate Its Acquisitions
While FireEye’s portfolio looks promising, long-term success will depend on its ability to integrate its
acquisitions into its own organization and into a consolidated solution suite that delivers on its promises.
S&R pros considering Invotas, iSight, or FireEye solutions need to be aware that FireEye must:
›› Absorb the employees, customers, and systems of its acquired firms. FireEye has made
two acquisitions in just the first two months of 2016, which means it will need to simultaneously
integrate the employees, systems, and customers of two separate companies. However, Invotas
has only 19 employees, so it shouldn’t present the same integration challenge as iSight.11
In addition, given its track record with prior acquisitions, it’s clear that FireEye understands
acquisitions and integrations. As with any acquisition, customers will experience some bumps as
support and account resources shift, but we expect the bumps to be minimal given the small size
of these acquisitions.
›› Provide a detailed road map on the integration and strategy of FireEye’s portfolio. Threat
Analytics Platform (TAP), iSight Partners, and Invotas for automation becomes a natural focus area
for security teams moving forward. High confidence analytics technologies feeding orchestration
tools is a must, and TAP’s role in the portfolio is muddied if Invotas becomes the centralized point
of execution rather than the existing analytics technology. Invotas creates the capability to tie
disparate systems together for action but will require a detailed product and development road
map to make that happen (see Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2 Breakdown Of FireEye’s Product Portfolio
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Recommendations

Evaluate FireEye As An Enterprise Security Partner
FireEye is a newer company that now has the capability to offer technologies and services against
traditional security vendors such as Intel Security, Palo Alto Networks, and Symantec. Thinking of it as
a malware analysis company or a professional services company is incorrect. Instead, understanding
and analyzing the firm as a vendor with products across the technology stack, managed security
services, and professional services is the right approach to determine the use cases it could solve for a
team. S&R pros should:
›› Interrogate FireEye on its road maps for both organization and product. When vendor
acquisitions occur, customers often find themselves with an adjusted road map, different
expectations, and different strategies when new leadership takes the helm. Understanding the
current, transition, and future state of technologies increases in importance after acquisition.
Current clients planning projects that could contain Invotas, iSight, or FireEye products and
services should request to see road maps within 90 days of the close of acquisition to better inform
their selection strategies.
›› Expect to see the clear benefits of Invotas integration within 12 months. If Invotas integrates
well and becomes a foundational layer of action for FireEye’s product and service portfolio, S&R
pros should see substantial benefits by automating the mundane as well as better integration of
network, email, endpoint, and analytic technologies. Within 12 months, it will be immediately clear
whether that foundation develops or whether the acquisition becomes a historical blip on the radar.
For S&R leaders, automation should be a goal, but not an immediate one. Using the 12-month
time frame lets a security team address current projects while keeping an eye on successful
incorporation of Invotas into FireEye’s offering.
›› Reexamine security policies, before investing in automation. To enable automated detection
and remediation, security teams will need to examine their security strategy and develop policies
to take advantage of the technology. This may require extensive upfront professional services to
implement successfully without having a negative impact on the business. Automated breach
response has long been a security dream, but that dream will quickly become a nightmare if there
are unforeseen consequences from automated actions. S&R pros don’t want to lock out what
they thought was an attacker only to find out they’ve actually shut out system administrators from
critical line-of-business applications due to an error in process.
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What It Means

Security Automation Has Arrived
Automation technologies are in the creation phase; early adopters are only considering them as
potential technology worthy of investment. However, if FireEye’s past acquisitions are any indication,
the company has a knack for knowing when a market is just about to explode. When FireEye
purchased Mandiant, it did so just before reports of massive breaches became a staple of the 24-hour
news cycle — and with every news report, a favorable mention of Mandiant as the chosen services
firm. Forrester believes that FireEye’s purchase of Invotas is a harbinger of the security automation
market, the missing technology that finally turns a massive number of alerts into insight and action
against evolving threat actors.

Engage With An Analyst
Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply our
research to your specific business and technology initiatives.
Analyst Inquiry

Analyst Advisory

Ask a question related to our research; a
Forrester analyst will help you put it into
practice and take the next step. Schedule
a 30-minute phone session with the analyst
or opt for a response via email.

Put research into practice with in-depth
analysis of your specific business and
technology challenges. Engagements
include custom advisory calls, strategy
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getting the most out of your discussion.
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As data volumes explode, it’s becoming a Herculean task to protect sensitive data from cybercriminals and malicious
actors while preventing privacy infringements and abuses — intentional and unintentional. Every day, vendors
introduce a new product or service that claims to be the cure-all to data security challenges. For more information, see
the “TechRadar™: Data Security, Q1 2016” Forrester report.
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It seems that not a day goes by that there isn’t another massive security breach in the news. Consumers around the
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